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Big Bikes Bad Places 1

There is still a hint of coolness in the air in the moments before dawn, as headlights bob
through the entry to Sundog Trails like fireflies floating on the wrong end of darkness.
The heat of the day is a certainty but still hours away. Time is of the essence. July in
central Oklahoma is hot and humid; if you want to play outside, you’d better start early.
Riding big bikes in bad places is the order of the day, and the equipment for it is here:
A dozen BMW R1200 and F800 GSes, with a smattering of KTMs and KLRs. Experience levels
vary but each rider is here to gain skill at finessing these beasts through rough terrain with
minimal destruction to metal, plastic, flesh, or bone.
The students ride to their outdoor classroom on narrow trails of red
dirt through head-high river grasses. Towering
cottonwoods deepen the early
morning shadows. Damp sand
Fellow riders help a student
near the water at first appears
pick up his GS after a fall in the sand.
to provide a stable place to
park, but a puddle soon appears
beneath the tires, a side stand
quickly sinks, and a bike topples
over. Instructor Bill Dragoo uses
the opportunity to talk about
the dangers of the Canadian’s
quicksand. He bears witness to
motorcycles swallowed whole
during his early years on the river.
The class moves to a drier spot.
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For many adventure riders,
learning to successfully
negotiate deep sand is at the
top of their wish lists, and
today these students will
get their wish.

Big Bikes Bad Places 2

Burying the motorcycle’s rear tire in the soft
sand of the Canadian River is the first step to
learning how to extract it eﬃciently.

AdventureMotorcycle.com
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Adventure riding is no piece of cake—otherwise it would
be no adventure—and training for the sport’s specific
challenges is a wise investment. Adventure doesn’t wait
for perfect weather, and neither does training. This group
chose the summer edition of Dragoo’s Adventure Riding Clinic
more for the timing than the weather, and what they really
want—and dread—is sand.
In truth, sand riding is something many riders fear, especially on big machines. Floundering, falling, getting stuck,
breaking parts… not much about it seems fun. Going the
long way around to avoid sand is not considered unreasonable. For many adventure riders, learning to successfully
negotiate deep sand is at the top of their wish lists, and
today these students will get their wish.
Dragoo sprays sand from his rear tire in a long, high arc
as he buries his GS, then demonstrates how to extract the
600-pound machine. Soon engines rev and gritty rooster
tails fly across the beach as students practice. It’s a good
warm-up for the next exercise, which involves trying to
maintain the motorcycle’s forward motion and upright
position in the shifting depths.
It’s what these riders came for, but that doesn’t mean
anyone enjoys it… at first. The group splits in half, one
crew marching down the beach on foot in the sun, a
workout in itself.
They arrange themselves along the route to help
fellow riders pick up their bikes when they
fall. When, not if.

The others queue up to attempt the quarter-mile ride down
the beach. And the work commences—ride, fall, pick it
up, repeat… it’s a predictable sequence and the students
become predictably hot, tired and frustrated.
Then, with practice and Dragoo’s coaching, things start
to change. Riders fall less and less and soon most complete
their circuits upright. The second group gets their turn, and
they cheer each other on in what is both a grueling physical
task and a taxing mental challenge. There is camaraderie,
elation, and inspiration with each victory.
Finally, they are done with the sand. The day is heating
up and the class moves on to another exercise, one
hopefully involving some shade, perhaps a gnarly, rutted
trail in the deep woods, maybe some nasty red mud. But
nothing else will loom this large in the minds of the riders.
Each has now conquered his worst case scenario and
will leave with a new set of skills and the confidence to
conquer local back roads, the Trans-America Trail, or the
world on their big adventure bikes.
Susan Dragoo encourages aspiring adventure riders to hone
their skills in one of several adventure riding schools in the U.S.,
including Rawhyde, Jimmy Lewis, PSSOR, Moto Vermont and
Moto Discovery. BillDragoo.com | Sundog Trails Oﬀ-Road
Park, Lexington, OK: SundogTrails.com
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Students look on as coach Bill Dragoo buries
his bike in the sand before demonstrating
extraction techniques.
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Handling the bike in the sand
on the riverside becomes
easier with practice.
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Grit flies everywhere as
riders practice their new skills.

Adventure riding is no
piece of cake—otherwise
it would be no adventure—
and training for the sport’s
specific challenges is a wise
investment.
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